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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is widely used technology. It serves computing resources as a service. Cloud mainly focused on
optimum utilization of computing resources. Major cloud services are SaaS, PaaS, SaaS and IaaS. Cloud user uses
cloud services based on “Pay and use” concept. Day by day cloud users and services are getting increased. So it quit
challenging for cloud service providers to provide efficient services in optimum cost to cloud users. In cloud
computing load balancing plays a vital role to improve cloud performance. A load balancing method transfer or
migrates a task for over loaded machine to under loaded machine without effecting current user running tasks..
Various load balancing methods are suggested by cloud researchers. Existing load balancing methods encounters
with several issues such a poor throughput, higher waiting time, improper balancing, poor make span time. In this
survey we are presenting review of various performance improvement parameters and load balancing methods for
cloud computing.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Load Balancing, Performance Improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

techniques provides efficient resources utilization in
less cost [1, 3].Service request planning is one among

Cloud

computing

from

the key necessary ways to realize those. The main

hypothesis to observe. As a recent large scale level

goal of designing and using a job planning is to

computing

which

realize a high performance computing and therefore

supported virtualized resource pool, cloud computing

the best system outturn. Standard job planning
method does not be able to provide for planning

with

technique
distributed

is

shifting

paradigm,

resultant from the ever-increasing interaction and
profound development of parallel, distributed, grid
and utility computing with various internet services,

within the cloud computing environments. As per a

etc. If solely with accesses to cloud knowledge

in cloud computing environment will be classify into

centers, cloud computing may facilitate users

two major categories, one is “ Batch mode heuristic

everywhere the globe to on-demand leverage a

planning algorithms or BMHA” and another is “on-

variety of IT related computing services supported a

line mode heuristic algorithms” [5].

strong concept of “pay per use” model means user
only needs to pay for services which he is utilizing,

In BMHA, Jobs are queued and picked up into a

such as infrastructure services, platform services and

collection after they take place within the system.

various software services.

The planning algorithmic program can begin when a

straight forward classification job planning method

hard and fast amount of your time. The key samples
In adding, cloud computing too corresponds with the
essential plan of inexperienced computing. By elastic

of batch mode heuristic planning algorithms are

able, highly scalable and dynamic management of the

come back initial Served planning algorithm (FCFS),

computing

spherical Robin planning algorithmic program (RR),

resource

pool,

cloud

computing

mostly based on algorithmic programs are
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Min–Min algorithmic program and Max Min

performance is one of the cloud advantages which

algorithmic program [8]. By using “on line mode

must be satisfactory for each service [5]. Higher

heuristic planning”, algorithmic program, Jobs is

performance of services and anything related to

scheduled after they arrive within the system. The

cloud have influence on users and service providers.

cloud

Hence, performance evaluation for cloud providers

computing

atmosphere

could

be

a

heterogeneous system and therefore the speed of

and users is important. There are many methods for

every processor varies quickly, the “on line mode
heuristic”, planning algorithms are so much useful

performance prediction and evaluation; we use the
following methods in our evaluation:

for a cloud computing atmosphere. Most match task

 Evaluation based on criteria

planning algorithmic program (MFTF) is applicable



example of On-line mode heuristic planning.

 Evaluation based on simulation

II. CLOUD COMPUTING& LOAD BALANCING

Evaluation based on characteristics

Following factors affect the performance of cloud
computing-

Cloud

computing could

be

a model

Challenges

for enabling appropriate, on-demand network access
to

a

joint

pool

of

configurable

computing

resources that
may be
quickly
provisioned
and discharged with least management effort. The
underlying plan of

cloud

computing is

Lack of standard way of load
Load Balancing

systems and therefore the hardware on that they run

and

load

management for different Cloud
Lack of standards for service

Interoperability portability
providers.

[11].
Cloud computing distribute applications via the web,

monitoring
applications.

that

the separation of applications from the in operation

Opportunity

Lack

of

between
accurate

Cloud

monitoring

Resource

mechanism

using

sensors

to

Monitoring

collect the data from CPU load,

that are accessible from internet browsers, desktop

memory load and etc.

laptop and mobile apps whereas the code and

Defining a standard metric for

knowledge are hold on servers at a distant location.
Energy saving
In the past, loads of people upset regarding losing our
documents and files if one thing unhealthy happened
to our laptop, sort of a virus or a hardware

Reliability

effective power usage and an
efficient
standard
infrastructure usage.

of

The chance of failure in standard
period of time.

malfunction. Nowadays, our knowledge is migrating

The ability of the system to

on the far side the boundaries of our personal

provide users with standard level

computers and everyone our knowledge would still
safely reside on the online and which are accessible

Resiliency

of services while experiencing

by any one form any locations by using Internet-

faults and challenges in the
system.

connected pc, with in the earth thanks to cloud

Lack of improved techniques in

computing.

Security
Privacy

2.1
PerformanceEvolution
Issue
in
Cloud
Computing- Cloud computing resources must be

and authorization and authentication
for

accessing

the

users

information

compatible, high performance and powerful. High
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2.2 Load Balancing in Cloud Computing-It is a

The arrival of load can affect some server to be

method of re-assigning the entire load to the

overloaded while other servers possibly idle or under

individual nodes of the shared system to build

loaded. Uniformly distributing the load improves the

resource utilization efficient and to get better

performance of the cloud by transferring load from

response time of the job, concurrently removing a

the overloaded server. Well-organized scheduling

state in which a few of the nodes are over loaded

and efficient resource allotment is a characteristic of

where as a number of other node are under loaded
[5].

cloud model based on which the system’s
performance is considered. These characteristics have
resulted on cost optimization, which can be then

A dynamic load balancing algorithm does not

achieved by improving the response time and

consider the earlier performance of the system, that

processing time.

is, it depends on the current behavior of the system.
The main things to think about while mounting such

2.4Why Load balancing? -The major objectives of

algorithm are: evaluation and comparison of load,

load balancing are-

stability of different system, performance of system,

1. To make improvement in performance.

communication between the nodes, nature of job to

2. To contain a backup plan in case the system

be transferred and selection of nodes. This load can
be considered in terms of Network loads, CPU load,
amount of memory utilize [10].

fails even moderately.
3. To keep the system stability.
4. To accommodate future amendment in the
system.

2.3

Significance

of

load

balancing

in

cloud

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

computing- Load balancing is the pre necessities for
raising the cloud performance and for entirely
associated to cloud computing. The load perhaps

[1] Worked on Load Balancing in Cloud Computing
Environment Using Improved Weighted Round

memory, CPU capacity, network load or delay loads.

Robin Algorithm for No preemptive Dependent

It is always required that work load must be shared

Tasks. According to [1] Cloud computing uses the

among the various nodes of the distributed system so

concepts of scheduling and load balancing to migrate

as to improve the resource utilization and also for

tasks to underutilized VMs for effectively sharing the

better performance of the computing organization

resources.

utilizing the resources. Load balancing is main issues

[7].
The scheduling of the no preemptive tasks in the
This can aid to keep away from the situation where a

cloud computing environment is an irrecoverable

few of the nodes are either overloaded or under

restraint and hence it has to be assigned to the most

loaded in the network. Load balancing able to be
either centralized or decentralized. Load Balancing

appropriate VMs at the initial placement itself.
Practically, they arrived jobs consist of multiple

algorithms are used for implementing. Nowadays

interdependent tasks and they may execute the

cloud computing is a set of numerous data centers

independent tasks in multiple VMs or in the same

which are sliced into virtual servers and located at

VM’s multiple cores. Also, the jobs arrive during the

different geographical location for providing services

run time of the server in varying random intervals

to clients [2,8].

under various load conditions [14].
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The

participating

heterogeneous

resources

are

the paper clearly shows that the proposed algorithm

managed by allocating the tasks to appropriate

performs better than the existing algorithms.[5] In

resources by static or dynamic scheduling to make

this research paper authors presented an optimal

the cloud computing more efficient and thus it

Load Balancing method for cloud computing method.

improves the user satisfaction. Objective of this work

This method is based on efficient utilization of

was to introduce and evaluate the proposed

Virtual Machines. Load balancing method have an

scheduling and load balancing algorithm by
considering the capabilities of each virtual machine

important and major concerns in
computing
environment. Cloud

(VM), the task length of each requested job, and the

technology comprises of various hardware, software

interdependency of multiple tasks. Performances of

based resources, and managing these resources will

the proposed algorithm were studied by comparing

play an important role in executing a remote location

with the existing methods [2].

based request of cloud user. Now these days clients

the cloud
computing

from various parts of the world are requesting or
[3] Worked on Load Balancing in Cloud Data Center

demanding for the various services in a rapid rate.

Using Modified Active Monitoring Load Balancer.
According to Ankit et al. (2016) Cloud Computing is

Author described in this present scenario the load

a hot topic of research for the researchers these days.

balancing methods should be very efficient

With the rapid growth of Internet technology cloud
computing have become main source of computing

allocating the user request and also ensuring the
usage of the cloud resources in an efficient and

for small as well big IT companies. In the cloud

intelligent manner so that underutilization of the

computing milieu the cloud data centers and the

resources will not occur in the cloud environment.

users of the cloud-computing are globally situated,

In this research work, author [6] presented a novel

therefore it is a big challenge for cloud data centers

Virtual machine assign load balance method, which

to efficiently handle the requests which are coming

allocates all the incoming user requests to all the

from millions of users and service them in an

available virtual machines in an efficient manner.

in

efficient manner.
After that the performance of the method were
Load balancing in this environment means equal

analyzed by using simulator cloud sim and various

distribution of workload across all the nodes. Load

results are calculated and compared with existing

balancing provides a way of achieving the proper

active Virtual Machine based load balance algorithm.

utilization of resources and better user satisfaction.

Simulation results clearly show that the proposed

Hence, use of an appropriate load balancing

algorithm of author distributes the cloud load on all

algorithm is necessary for selecting the virtual

available virtual machines without under or over

machines or servers. This paper [4] focused on the

utilization.[7]

load balancing algorithm which distributes the

represented a novel method for load balancing in

incoming jobs among VMs optimally in cloud data

cloud data center. In a large, scale cloud computing

centers.

environment the end users and cloud data centers

In

this

research

paper

author

both are distributed geographically based across the
The proposed algorithm [4] in this paper had been

globe. The most challenging task for a cloud data

implemented using Cloud Analyst simulator and the

centers is to, how to handle and manages various

performance of the proposed algorithm is compared
with the three algorithms which are preexists on the

services of the millions of requests, which are
arriving very frequently from cloud users efficiently

basis of response time. The experiment carried out in

and correctly.
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In this research paper [8] describe that in cloud

by efficient optimum use of the various cloud

computing load balancing method is requires to

resources. For balancing the total load in to the cloud

distribute the cloud workload dynamically equally in

environments, the workloads and resources should

between all the cloud nodes. Efficient Load balancing

be properly arrange and schedule in to an efficient

techniques helps cloud service provider and user to

manner [11].

achieve a high-level user satisfaction and optimal
resource utilization and ensuring an efficient and fair
allocation of every computing resource.

Load balancers are used to identify which back end
servers are overloaded, for various balancing and
scheduling algorithms. The selected cloud server

Proper load balancing [9] in cloud environment aids

allocates various IT resources, and arranges or

in minimizing resource consumption, enabling

schedules all these applications dynamically on

scalability,

avoiding

various free virtual machines, which are located on

bottlenecks and provisioning. In this research work

the same physical machine [12]. It is also the

researcher proposed a new concepts of, “Central Load

responsibility

Balancer”,

for

dynamically allocate the various virtual machines

balancing the load among virtual machines in cloud

across physical machines, for equal and efficient

data center. Experimental results clearly shows that

work load distribution and to avoid situation for all

authors proposed algorithm achieved much better
load balancing in to a wide scale area cloud,

types of over utilization or underutilization of any
cloud resources.

implementing

based

fail

load-balancing

over,

algorithm,

of

the

cloud

service

provider

computing environment as compared to previous
existing load balancing algorithms.

In this research paper [12], authors described a new
method to solve the problem of load balancing and

[10] In this research paper author presented a survey

task scheduling in Cloud Computing environments

on scheduling and load balancing methods in Cloud

and described some of their short comings for further

Computing environment. Author describes, now

future development. Authors also described Virtual

these days’ cloud computing technology is the most

Machines

innovative and emerging method due to its some

balancing.

migration

issues

involved

in

load

unique features and various qualities such as
elasticity of resource provisioning and the pay per

[13] In this research paper, authors presented, a

use based pricing model, this model enables cloud

survey on load balancing techniques and various

users to pay only as per their need. Cloud services

challenges are addressed for cloud computing. Cloud,

user can able to access anywhere and anytime

computing is a new emerging technology, which has

through required commodity hardware only, cloud

a new standard for large scale parallel computing and

service demands are increasing day by day. Cloud

distributed computing. Cloud computing provides

services must be providing a higher performance

sharing of resources, information, various software

output to the cloud user and beneficial for the Cloud

packages and other computing resources as per client

Service Provider (CSP) [10].

requirements at particular time. Cloud computing is
growing continuously and rapidly. More users that

To achieving this important goal, many challenges

are new attracted towards various utility computing,

are to be faced. Efficient Load balancing is one of

better, and fast service.

them, which helps the Cloud Service Provider to
meet the various qualities of service requirements of

For better management and utilization of available

the cloud users and same times maximize his profit

cloud resources, more efficient methods for load
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balancing are still required. Therefore, that study of

 Min-Min Load Balancing Algorithm- This is also

loads balancing methods in cloud computing

a static load balancing algorithm so the

environments are interesting area of research for

parameters related to the task are known in

researchers. In addition, by efficient and better load

advance. In this algorithm the cloud manager

balancing in cloud, increased performance of cloud

initially deals with the jobs having least

environments and user gets better services. In this

execution time by assigning them to the

research paper, [14] presented and discussed different
loads, balancing techniques used to solve the issue in

processors according to the ability of complete
the job in particular completion time. The jobs

cloud computing environment.

having highest execution time has to wait for the
unspecific phase of time [2].

IV. EXISITNG LOAD BALANCING METHODS IN
CLOUD COMPUTING

 Honeybee Foraging Behavior: It is a nature
inspired

Algorithm

for

self-organization.

Honeybeeachieves global load balancing through
 Round-Robin Algorithm- This is static load

local server actions. The performance of the

balancing algorithm which uses the round robin

system

method for allocating work. It chooses the first

diversity. The main problem is that throughput is

node at random and then, assigned job to all

not increasedwith an increase in system size.

other nodes in a round robin manner. Without
any kind of priority the jobs are assigned to the

When the diverse population of service types is
required then thisalgorithm is best suited [10].

processors in round order. Due to the non-

 Active Clustering: - In this algorithm same type

uniform allocation of workload, this algorithm is

nodes of the system are grouped together

not suitable for cloud computing. Some nodes get

andthey work together in groups. It works like as

deeply loaded and some nodes get calmly loaded

self-aggregation load balancing technique where

since the running time of any procedure is not
known in advance [4].

anetwork is rewired to balance the load of the

 Opportunistic Load Balancing Algorithm- It is

assignments by connecting similar services.

static load balancing algorithm so it does not

System Performance improved withimproved

believe the current workload of the VM. This

resources. The throughput is improved by using

efforts to keep every node busy. This algorithm

all these resources effectively.

deals rapidly with the unexecuted jobs in random

system.

isenhanced

Systems

with

optimize

increased

system

usingsimilar

job

 Compare and Balance: This algorithm is uses to

order to the present available node. Every task is

reach

assigned to the node randomly. It present load

manageunbalanced

balance schedule without fine results. The task

algorithm on the basis of probability (no. of

will process in slow in way because it does not

virtual machine runningon the current host and

calculate the existing execution time of the node

whole cloud system), current host randomly

[8].

select a host and comparetheir load. If load of

 Weighted

Round

Robin

an

equilibrium
systems

condition
load.

In

and
this

Algorithm-The

current host is more than the selected host, it

weighted round robin considers the resource

transfers extra loadto that particular node. Then

capabilities of the VMs and assigns higher

each host of the system performs the same

number of tasks to the higher capacity VMs

procedure. This loadbalancing algorithm is also

based on the weightage given to each of the VMs.
But it failed to consider the length of the tasks to

designed and implemented to reduce virtual
machinesmigration time. Shared storage memory

select the appropriate VM [9].
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is used to reduce virtual machines migration time

consider the load of particular system and also

[14].

allotment theresources of the node. It is very

 Lock-free multiprocessing solution for LB: It
proposed

a

lock-free

multiprocessing

load

good technique to balance the load [9].
 Max-Min Load Balancing Algorithm- Max Min

balancingsolution that avoids the use of shared

algorithm

memory in contrast to other multiprocessing load

algorithm except for the following: after finding

balancingsolutions which use shared memory
and lock to maintain a user session. It is achieved

the minimum implementation time, the cloud
manager deals with jobs having maximum

by modifying kernel. This solution helps in

implementation time. The assigned task is

improving the overall performance of load

detached from the list of the jobs that are to be

balancer in a multicoreenvironment by running

assigned to the processor and the implementation

multiple load-balancing processes in one load

time for all other jobs is updated on that

balancer [11].

processor. Due to its static approach the

 Ant Colony Optimization: - Ant algorithms is a
multi-agent approach to difficult combinatorial

works

similar

as

the

Min-Min

necessities are known in advance then the
algorithm performed fine [4].

optimization problems. Example of this approach
is travelling salesman problem (TSP) and
thequadratic assignment problem (QAP). These
algorithms were inspired by the observation of

V. CHALLENGES IN LOAD BALANING IN
CLOUD COMPUTING

realant colonies. Ant’s behaviour is directed more

In cloud environment, cloud service providers and

to the survival of the colonies.They not thinkfor

cloud users are often two different parties that have

individual.

their own interests; they do not share their detailed

 Shortest Response Time First: The idea of this

resource

states

and

workload

characteristics.

isassigned a priority which is allowed to run. In

However, we have a tendency to tend to argue that
many cloud services and cloud-oriented applications

this equal priority processes are scheduled

are not economical and it have several challenges.

algorithm is straight forward. In this each process

inFCFS order. The (SJF) algorithm is a special
case of general priority Scheduling algorithm.In

5.1 Existing load balancing methods for cloud

SJF algorithm is priority is the inverse of the next

computing have following challenges-

CPU burst. It means, if longer the CPUburst then

 Slower Response Time-Slower response time

lower the priority. The SJF policy selects the job
with the shortest (expected)processing time first.
In this algorithm shorter jobs are executed before
long jobs. In SJF, itis very important to know or
estimate the processing time of each job which is
major problemof SJF [7].
 Based Random Sampling: This algorithm is based

shows poor performance for the system.

 Higher Execution Time-Higher execution time
shows poor performance.

 Selection of Load balancing-Dynamic Load is
balancing shows better performance.

 Selections of partitioning method-Many load
balancing

methods

are

based

on

static

on the construction of the virtual graph

partitioning, which are less efficient in large

havingconnectivity between the all nodes of the

environment.

system where each node of the graph is

 Prediction of Task arrival patterns-Jobs are arrive

corresponding tothe node computer of the cloud
system. Edges between nodes are two types as

from various nodes in cloud atmosphere, so it is
quite difficult to identified exact arrival pattern.

Incoming edgeand outgoing edge that is used to
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 Priority of Task- During load balancing it is also

cloud computing environments", Published in

challenging to execute jobs priority wise.

ELSEVIER Applied Soft Computing 13 (2013) ,
PP 2292–2303

VI. CONCLUSIONS& FUTURE WORK

[5].

GulshanSoni, Mala Kalra" A Novel Approach
for Load Balancing in Cloud Data Center", 978-

Cloud Computing has a glorious and great future, but
still various crucial problems are still need to be

1-4799-2572-8/14, IEEE 2014, PP 807-813.

solved for the actual use of various resources of Inter

Subhadra Bose Shaw, Dr. A.K. Singh," A Survey
on Scheduling and Load Balancing Techniques

Cloud computing. One of the very important

in Cloud Computing Environment", Published

problem , these problems set, are load distribution

in 5th International Conference on Computer

and load balancing with better server utilization and

and Communication Technology (ICCCT), 978-

less complexity. It plays a crucial role in the

1-4799-6758-2/14,IEEE 2014, PP 87-96.

development of user request in Inter Cloud

[6].

[7].

environment with a minimum response time.

Tushar Desai, Jignesh Prajapati," A Survey of
Various

Load

Balancing

Techniques

and

Challenges in Cloud Computing", published in
In a cloud-computing environment, resources are

International journal of scientific & technology

assigned to a user on request basis for a cloud

research volume 2, issue 11, November 2013,

application. When a cloud user or a user application
makes a request to cloud service provider, as per the

PP 158-162.
Soumya Ray and Ajanta De Sarkar," Execution

[8].

availability of the resource CSP assign resource. In

analysis of load balancing Algorithms in cloud

future we will develop an efficient load balancing

computing

method for cloud computing and will compared the

Journal on Cloud Computing: Services and

performance

Architecture (IJCCSA), Vol.2, No.5, October

of

proposed

method

with

variousexisting.

Environment",

International

2012, pp 78-98.
[9].
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